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NEW. NOW. NOTABLE.

Jovili
This spring, Fort Worth welcomes the launch of a modern furniture company. Jovili founder and owner  

Stephen Rivers saw a gap in the local market when, as first-time home builders, he and his wife couldn’t readily 

find the furnishings they imagined for their new house. As an experienced entrepreneur and engaged community 

member, Rivers decided to create a fresh option for area residents looking for high-quality styles inspired by 

midcentury and Scandinavian designs. The Jovili collection launched online in late February and includes a variety 

of tables, upholstered sofas and chairs with clean lines and a distinctly modern vibe. “Quality is extremely 

important, so we have invested in making sure that our products are built to last,” Rivers says. Each frame comes 

with a 10-year warranty and a 15-day return policy. Jovili will sell primarily online, but look for introductory  

pop-up shopping events around Fort Worth. More details can be found at jovili.com.

Kufri 
There’s just something about handwoven textiles. The sense of 
the hands in the work fires our imagination and draws us to run 
our thumbs over the weave of a swatch, register the nubbiness 
of a bolt with our fingertips. Textile designer Mili Suleman feels 
the same way, and she has since she first visited the weaving 
cooperatives of India with her mother. Degreed in sociology at 
TCU and later trained as a graphic designer, Suleman wanted to focus her skills on creating 
something both beautiful and practical. Now based in Dallas, she designs Kufri textiles that 
are handwoven in India. There are many neutrals in her line, but there are flirty brights, too. 
This spring she introduces four new textiles available for the first time as fabric yardage on 
her website (and sold as pillows, too). There’s Carmel in Rich Cream as well as black, but 
we’re taken with the classic Rex ikat weave in a sweet blush color (also available as a solid 
blush). As lovely to touch as it is to look at, we can imagine it on an overstuffed chair or as 
window coverings. From $84 to $106 per yard retail, online at kufrilife.com. 

Chilewich
We admit it. We have a tendency 
to slide our place mats around 
compulsively. That may be why 
we’re so taken with OnEdge, 
the newest mat design from 
Chilewich. The new and 
innovative tabletop textile — 
okay, we have to call it edgy — is 
designed to be stationed right 
at the table’s edge. Inspired by 
Salvador Dali’s The Persistence 
of Memory, these place mats 
appear to cascade off the side of 
the table. We won’t be tempted 
to slide them forward, because 

setting them on the table has the 
same satisfaction as placing that 
last piece in a jigsaw puzzle. Each 
pack of two basket-weave place 
mats and two coasters is available 
in six colors, including this  
of-the-moment Dill, $40.  
Available locally online only, 
chilewich.com/store. 

Compiled by Babs Rodriguez & Hilary Walker

Hilary Walker is a freelance prop stylist and blogger at Our Style Stories.
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